Abstract-A huge effort is necessary to design and verify complex systems like System-on-Chip. Abstraction-based methodologies have been developed resulting in Electronic System Level (ESL) design. A prominent language for ESL design is SystemC offering different levels of abstraction, interoperability and the creation of very fast models for early software development. For the verification of SystemC models, Constrained Random Verification (CRV) plays a major role. CRV allows to automatically generate simulation scenarios under the control of a set of constraints. Thereby, the generated stimuli are much more likely to hit corner cases. However, the existing SystemC Verification library (SCV), which provides CRV for SystemC models, has several deficiencies limiting the advantages of CRV. In this paper we present CRAVE, an advanced constrained random verification environment for SystemC. New dynamic features, enhanced usability and efficient constraint-solving reduce the user effort and thus improve the verification productivity.
I. INTRODUCTION
Creating a new System-on-Chip (SoC) involves many tasks. Once the specification is agreed on, the modeling phase starts to derive a potential solution. To manage the complexity of today's SoCs high-level languages are used for the first models. For this Electronic System Level (ESL) design phase [1] a widely accepted approach is SystemC [2] , [3] , [4] , [5] . Integrated hardware and software models can be developed, exchanged and refined based on the SystemC IEEE standard [6] . In particular, Transaction Level Modeling [7] , [8] allows to create high performance virtual platforms for early software development and architectural analysis. In addition, the high-level models serve as reference to verify the behavior of the more detailed descriptions built in the following stages.
In general, facing today's verification challenges a verification environment needs to be constructed. From a high-level perspective three major components are necessary: stimuli, assertions and coverage. Assertions are used to check the functional correctness and therefore monitor design variables [9] . The task of functional coverage is to measure which design functionality has been exercised during simulation [10] . Both are not in the focus of this work. Here, we target the problem of stimuli generation. But instead of deterministic values as defined in traditional directed testbenches we make use of Constrained Random Verification (CRV) [11] , [12] . CRV applies input stimuli to the design that are solutions of constraints. These solutions are determined by a constraintsolver. CRV offers two key benefits: First, CRV enables to find unexpected assertion violations since scenarios are simulated which the verification engineer might have not thought of. Second, the stimulus generation process is automated and hence a huge set of scenarios can be executed leading to higher coverage. Hence, for large and complex systems the confidence in the correct functionality significantly increases.
For SystemC CRV is available through the SystemC Verification (SCV) library [13] , [14] , [15] . However, the SCV library has several deficiencies: 1) Poor dynamic constraint support, hence no control of constraint effects at run-time 2) No constraint specification for dynamic data-structures 3) Low usability when specifying constraints for composed data structures 4) Poor information in case of over-constraining 5) Limits in complexity of constraints, since constraintsolving is based on Binary Decision Diagrams (BDDs) [16] only
In this paper we present CRAVE, an advanced Constrained RAndom Verification Environment for SystemC. 1 To overcome the limitations of the SCV library CRAVE provides the following features:
• New constraint specification API An intuitive and user-friendly Application Programming Interface (API) to specify random variables and random objects has been developed.
• Dynamic constraints and data structures Constraints can be controlled dynamically at run-time. Moreover, constraints for elements of dynamic data structures like e.g. STL vectors can be specified.
• Improved usability Inline constraints can be formulated and changed incrementally at run-time. Furthermore, automatic debugging of unsatisfiable constraints is supported.
• Parallel constraint-solving BDD-based and SAT/SMT-based techniques have been integrated for constraint-solving. A portfolio approach is used to enable very fast generation of constraint solutions.
Please note the usage of CRAVE is not limited to pure hardware designs. For example, the constraint solutions can also be used to describe software tests running on a SoC. In the experiments such an example is presented.
For an industrial application of CRAVE we refer to [17] .
The rest of this paper is structured as follows: Related work is discussed in Section II. Section III presents the API of CRAVE. Then, in Section IV the dynamic features of CRAVE are introduced. The usability aspects are described in Section V. Section VI presents the constraint-solving approach of CRAVE and Section VII compares CRAVE to the SCV library in an experimental evaluation. Finally, the paper is concluded in Section VIII.
II. RELATED WORK As mentioned above, the CRV techniques of the SCV library have several weaknesses which limits their use in practice. Therefore, several improvements for the SCV library have been developed. In [18] bit-vector operators have been added and the uniform distribution among all constraint solutions is ensured in all cases. An approach to determine the exact reasons in case of over-constraining has been presented in [19] . In [20] the BDD-based constraint-solver is replaced by a method which uses a generalization of Boolean Satisfiability (SAT).
However, all these approaches compensate only some of the SCV weaknesses. In particular, no constraints on dynamic data structures can be specified, constraints cannot be controlled dynamically during run-time, references to the state of constraints are not available, and no inline constraints are possible restricting the usability. In addition, the integration of different constraint-solvers working in parallel is mandatory to reduce the time for stimuli generation to a minimum.
To standardize verification processes the so-called Universal Verification Methodology (UVM) has been developed [21] . Essentially, UVM is a methodology and a class library for building advanced and reusable verification components. The initial implementation has been done for SystemVerilog. Meanwhile UVM also provides a SystemC class implementation. However, it does not include CRV (which is the core verification technique in the UVM methodology).
III. CONSTRAINT SPECIFICATION
In this section we describe the basics of CRAVE. In particular this includes the APIs to create random variables and constrained random objects.
A. Random Variable
From the user's point of view, the most elementary entity is the template class randv<T>, which corresponds to a random variable of the C/C++ or SystemC built-in type T. All standard applicable operators (arithmetic, comparison, logical, etc.) are overloaded so that an instance x of randv<T> behaves as if it were a variable of type T. A call x.next() assigns a random value in the range of T to x. While the focus of CRAVE is on complex constraints involving many variables, it also supports simple constraints on a single variable. Two member functions addRange and addWeightedRange can be used to refine the distribution of x.next(). Furthermore, x() returns a symbolic link to the value of x to be used to specify constraints in conjunction with other instances of randv<T> as shown in the next section. 
B. Random object
Complex constrained random objects can also be specified. They must inherit from the class rand_obj provided by CRAVE. Such an object can contain several instances of randv<T> and rand_obj. Constraints for each of these instances as well as constraints between them can be specified in a constructor of the object. For the instance x of rand_obj, x.next() randomizes all belonging instances of randv<T> and rand_obj, respecting the specified constraints.
We demonstrate the specification of constraints using an example. Figure 1 shows a constrained random packet consisting of two integers to be randomized: a source address as randv<unsigned int> and a destination address as randv<sc_uint<16>>. The member instances are forced to register themselves to the rand_obj as shown in line 5. The source address is constrained to be in the range [0x0, 0xFFFF] (line 6) and the source address and destination address must not be the same (line 7). Both constraints are so-called hard constraints, i.e. they must be satisfied otherwise next() should fail. The second constraint is also a named constraint, which enables dynamic management of constraints as described later in Section IV. Line 8 shows a soft constraint stating that the destination address should be a multiple of four. Soft constraints can be ignored by the constraint-solver if they cannot be satisfied in conjunction with the specified hard constraints. As can be seen in all the constraints, the symbolic links to the actual instances of randv are used. This packet will be extended step-by-step and serves as a running example for the rest of this paper. Table II shows a summary of the basic API features of rand_obj. Note that while constraints should be specified in a constructor for the most use cases, it is possible to add further constraints to an instantiated object using the API. 
The inheritance/reuse of constraints in CRAVE is straightforward. The user can add more fields and constraints to an existing random constrained object by using C++ class inheritance. Figure 2 shows an extension of the packet introduced in the last section. Line 2 adds a data field to the packet. The constraint for this data field is declared in line 4. The destination address of the packet is further constrained to be an odd integer on line 5. This new hard constraint contradicts the soft constraint specified on line 8 of Figure 1 and therefore renders the soft constraint useless.
The APIs of CRAVE described in this section are the basics to specify constrained random objects. Similar APIs are also available in the SCV library to a greater or lesser extent. However, CRAVE enables an enhanced usability in comparison to the SCV library as discussed in Section V. In the next section we introduce the distinctive features of CRAVE regarding dynamic constraints and data structures.
IV. DYNAMIC CONSTRAINTS AND DATA STRUCTURES
This section introduces three distinctive features of CRAVE which are not supported by the SCV library: constraints on dynamic data structures (currently only vector is supported), dynamic enabling/disabling of constraints, and the concept of references that allows the randomization to interact tightly with the verification environment.
A. Vector Constraints
The SCV library offers no direct support for the constrained randomization of dynamic data structures such as vectors, lists and trees. The user must mimic dynamic data structures by using arrays of fixed-size. This is inconvenient and not memory-efficient. Furthermore, the upper-bound on size of dynamic data structures might not be known at the time of constraint specification. CRAVE offers a template class rand_vec<T> for the constrained randomization of vectors.
Currently only C/C++ and SystemC built-in data types are supported as the template parameter T. The class rand_vec<T> also implements the APIs of the STL class vector and thus behaves as if it is an STL vector. Figure 3 shows an extension of our packet with the data field, now being a constrained random vector. The constraint on the vector is declared in line 5. In the next lines, three foreach constraints are specified for the vector. The first two ensure that the first element is an upper case letter and the rest are lower case letters. Both are hard constraints. The third constraint (line 14) is a soft foreach constraint: two consecutive elements cannot be aa, ab or ba.
B. Dynamic Constraint Management
During the constrained random verification process, it is very useful that the user can enable/disable specific constraints of a random object. This functionality is not available in the SCV library. The user must mimic the feature by adding an auxiliary variable and constrain this variable in an implication with the constraints to be enabled/disabled. Moreover, this is inconvenient and inefficient. In the CRAVE framework, named constraints can be enabled/disabled directly via the constraint management APIs of rand_obj: enable_constraint(name) and disable_constraint(name). For example, the constraint on line 7 of Figure 1 can be disabled by calling disable_constraint("diff"). Disabled constraints will have no effect in the randomization via next() until they are enabled again. Note that the vector constraint foreach can also be named and intentionally soft constraints cannot be enabled/disabled.
C. References
In many use cases, the randomization depends on the dynamically changing state of the verification environment. Using the SCV library, to include the state in the constraints the user must use additional variables to save the state and update them manually whenever the state is changed. For this purpose, CRAVE provides references as a convenient shortcut. References in CRAVE basically links a "real" variable with a symbolic variable which can be used during constraint Figure 4 gives an example for using references: The size of the constrained random vector data of the packet in Figure 3 should not exceed the value of environment variable expected_max_size, which is constantly changing. As can be seen, the construct reference links expected_max_size to a symbolic variable and data().size() is constrained to be smaller or equal to this symbolic variable.
The new features introduced in this section demonstrated different use cases where CRAVE offers clear advantages in comparison to the SCV library. The next section discusses important usability enhancements of CRAVE.
V. USABILITY
The CRAVE framework provides several usability enhancements in comparison to the SCV library. In this section we present inline constraints, incremental constraints and automatic over-constraint analysis.
A. Inline and Incremental Constraints
Constraints in CRAVE can be specified without a formal constraint class. A standalone constrained random generator can be created anywhere and used with arbitrary variables and constraints. In practice, this reduces the effort when coding non-trivial testbench environments. Here is a concrete example to demonstrate this feature:
1 randv<int> x,y; 2 Generator gen; 3 4 gen(x() != y()); 5 for (int i =0 ; i < 1000; ++i) { 6 gen.next ();  7 run_test(x,y); 8 } 9 10 gen( x() * x() == y() ); 11 for (int i =0 ; i < 500; ++i) { 12 gen.next(); 13 run_test(x,y) ; 14 } 15 16 gen( y()%2 == 0 ); 17 for (int i =0 ; i < 500; ++i) { 18 gen.next ();  19 run_test(x,y) ; 20 } This example declares two variables x, y (line 1) and a constrained random generator (gen, line 2). The generator can simply be called to add new constraints: the relation of x and y (line 4) is specified and that either x has to be larger than 100 or y is less that −100 (line 5) is constrained. To generate values, the next function can be called which returns false if the generator is over-constrained, i.e. the constraints are contradictory and hence no solution exists. When the constraint-solver has generated a stimulus, the randv<int> variables can directly be used, e.g. in run_tests.
A generator can use all features of CRAVE except for inheritance. However, incremental constraint specification is supported. This feature is very helpful in dynamic testbenches. After the generator has been executed for a certain set of constraints, new constraints can freely be added e.g. to generate more general values first and more specific ones later. We exemplify this in Figure 5 .
This example first uses a general constraint (lines 4-8). Then, additional constraints are added to focus on specific behavior (lines 10-14 and 16-20) . Please note in the final loop at line 20 all three constraints are respected by the constraintsolver.
B. Debugging Constraint Contradictions
For large constraint sets it can easily happen that the overall constraint contains contradiction(s). In this case the problem is over-constrained and hence the constraint-solver is unable to generate valid stimuli. Debugging the contradiction manually is very time-consuming. Therefore CRAVE can automatically identify which named constraints are part of a conflict.
As discussed earlier the soft constraint in Figure 1 (line 8) and the constraint in Figure 2 (line 5) form a conflict. If the former constraint would have been declared as a hard constraint, no constraint solution exists. For such situations CRAVE provides an analyzer, that identifies the conflicting constraints and returns their names. The analysis includes each named constraint and checks them against all unnamed constraints, which are always enabled. In a first step the analyzer determines how many and which constraints need to be disabled to resolve all contradictions. In subsequent steps each of these constraints is expanded to determine the "complete" contradiction. For the example, the first step would determine that one contradiction exists and identify the first constraint. In the next step the second constraint is identified. This is completely done on a formal level, therefore the algorithm is complete and will return all minimal subsets of the constraints that form a conflict. For the described example the run-time of the analysis was negligible.
VI. PARALLEL CONSTRAINT-SOLVING
Various alternatives to BDD-based constraint-solving have been studied, see e.g. [22] . Approaches based on Boolean Satisfiability (SAT) [23] , [24] or Satisfiability Modulo Theories (SMT) [20] have shown to give very good results for constraints which are hard to solve for BDDs. However, in general it is not possible to know in advance which type of constraint-solver will show the best performance. Therefore, CRAVE uses a portfolio approach. Instead of running a specific constraint-solver, an SMT-based constraint-solver as well as a BDD-based constraint-solver are executed in parallel for the same set of constraints. This section describes the basics for constraint solving and how the portfolio approach works. The next section will compares the run-times of CRAVE and the SCV library.
To integrate the most recent reasoning engines we use metaSMT [25] for implementing the constraint-solving in CRAVE. Essentially, metaSMT allows engine independent programming by providing a unified interface to different solvers. Hence, no algorithmic changes are necessary when switching to another solver. The overall architecture is depicted in Figure 6 . As can be seen CRAVE forms the top layer which implements all the features described in the previous sections. This layer connects to the metaSMT front-end layer using the unified input language. In the middle-end layer the transformations for optimization and the basic parallelization features (e.g. threading of different engines) is available. Finally, the backend gives access to a wide range of solvers (see e.g. SWORD [26] , Z3 [27] , Boolector [28] , MiniSAT [29] , PicoSAT [30] , CUDD [31] and AIGER [32] ).
Based on these constraint-solving techniques we have made the following observations for parallelization. In a simple portfolio approach each constraint would be evaluated (at least) twice using different solvers in a multi-threaded environment. Then, the result of the fastest solver would be used. However, for CRV a predictable quality of the stimuli is required. Therefore, if a BDD can be built for the overall constraint this is preferred since a uniform distribution among all solutions can be guaranteed 2 . In CRAVE this is reflected by running the SMT-solver only until the BDD is build. From this point on only the BDD is used and execution the SMT solver is stopped.
VII. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
In the following examples we demonstrate the advantages of CRAVE for stimuli generation. Figure 7 shows a constraint object for a 16 bit ALU (later we scale the size of the ALU). The constraint specifies four operations with their respective input ranges. Table III shows the differences between the classical BDD constraints solver of the SCV and the portfolio approach of CRAVE. The first column gives the name of the library. Two rows are given for both: The first row shows the run-time needed to generate the first solution, and the second row shows the run-time in seconds for the complete execution of the constraint generator, respectively. The following columns provide the data for different bit width of the ALU constraints. As can be seen with increasing bit width of the ALU the SCV fails to solve the constraints. In contrast, in CRAVE the SMT-solver can already generate stimuli before the BDD is ready. Furthermore, note that for ALU16 the 32 bit memory restriction of the SCV 
A. Arithmetic Constraints

B. Sudoku Constraints
In the second experiment we formulated the rules of the Sudoku puzzle in CRAVE and the SCV library. Figure 8 gives the respective constraints. In line 4 the 81 random variables of 4 bit size each are declared as the two-dimensional array res_sdk. Then, in line 6 the standard C++ two-dimensional array given_sudoku is declared which is filled when reading the Sudoku numbers from a file. From line 9 on five types of constraints follow. At first, the numbers of the given_sudoku array are assigned to the constraint variables (line 13). Note that we use here the reference feature of CRAVE. Hence, if a solution for the Sudoku-constraint is requested (by calling next), then the current values of given_sudoku are used as values for the constraint variables. In other words the standard C++ array given_sudoku can be changed anywhere and the actual values will be used in the constraint automatically. Next, the "obvious" constraints stating a valid solution range for each field (line 15), difference of rows and columns (line 20 and 26) are formulated. Finally, from line 32 on the difference per region is modeled.
For 15 puzzles the constraint-solver had to find a solution (between 16-32 numbers are set in the puzzle; 1 was unsolvable). The run-time (in seconds) and the memory consumption (in MB) were measured with a limit of 2 CPU hours or 4 GB of memory for each Sudoku instance. The evaluation showed largely homogeneous result, hence we only present the 
C. Program Input Generation for CPU Testbench
We also apply CRAVE to verify a CISC CPU with 8 registers of 32 bit data width each. The CPU implements a subset of the instructions of the IA-32 architecture including load/store, arithmetic, jump and halt instructions [33] . The CPU is available at three different levels of abstraction: an Instruction Set Architecture (ISA) model in C++, a SystemC TLM model using OSCI TLM-2.0, and a SystemC RTL model implementing a five-stage pipeline [34] , [35] . We use CRAVE to generate programs (i.e. instruction sequences) as well as their inputs, which can be used as stimuli for all three models. Then, the simulation-based equivalence checking approach in [35] for models at different levels of abstraction is applied. We describe only one verification scenario: for an instruction sequence implementing the bubble sort algorithm, we randomize its input under the constraints shown in Figure 9 . The first four constraints ensure that the array to be sorted fits into the CPU memory and does not collide with the loaded program. The last constraint forces the array to be nearly non-increasing (and thus challenging for bubble sort). Such a concise set of constraints would have not been possible with the SCV library due to the lack of support for dynamic data structures. The average time for CRAVE to generate the first 1000 arrays is approximately 90s (0.09s per array).
VIII. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we have presented the advanced constrained random verification environment CRAVE. After the introduction of the API for constraint specification we have shown the advantages of CRAVE in comparison to the existing SCV library. The advantages include dynamic constraint specification and management, enhanced usability and much faster constraint-solving based on a portfolio approach. All these aspects have been demonstrated by means of examples. In summary, CRAVE improves the verification productivity for SystemC models significantly.
A possible direction for future work is to extend the support for dynamic data structures and to improve the distribution of the SAT/SMT generated stimuli.
